
CNN and the New York Post are
leading the media brainwashing,
attempting to rev the American
people into a jingoistic frenzy.

this in two successive steps. First, the application of mass- they could save the system. Belief will not turn the Moon into
delicious green cheese. What next, little man?destructive force against some of the nations on Kissinger’s

hit-list, with or without including nuclear bombardments. Take the second possibility: the included use of nuclear-
weapons bombardment. Here, one might say, “Never mentionSecond, the very distinct effect of including the use of nu-

clear weapons. psychology in the house of the mad!”
Since Hiroshima and Nagasaki 1945, especially since pro-The world in general hopes desperately that the United

States will not proceed to exact terrible and continuing “retri- fessed pacificist and mad nuclear bomber Bertrand Russell
published his call for “preventive” nuclear attack on the So-bution” on the nations arbitrarily selected as victims of the

current CNN blood-lust. The rest of the world will consent viet Union, in September 1946, through and beyond the 1962
missile-crisis, the world has been terrorized increasingly bytacitly to such atrocities by the U.S.A. only because they are

afraid to do more than politely suggest restraint. Suppose the the mere word “nuclear.” The politics and ideology of the
world at large have been shaped and misshaped by awe ofU.S.A. then proceeds as Kissinger has proposed. Suppose

it succeeds in inflicting awful destruction upon the brown- that word.
Some people were mad enough, perhaps, even to proposeskinned people of those poor nations. When that has hap-

pened, what comes next? to remove the ominous nucleus from all atoms. Every sinew
of politics and most of popular ideology has been saturatedIn the meantime, the world’s present monetary and finan-

cial system will disintegrate as a result of the current policies with the lust to suppress nuclear-fission and fusion effects,
everywhere and forever.of the U.S.A. and some other influential nations. The problem

here, is that the self-deluded idiots in the U.S.A. are clinging to Naturally, people who are as incapable of looking into
their own mental processes, as the CNN crew is, will tend tothe hysterical belief that by establishing dictatorial measures

spreading of false reports and panic, Ramsey charged.
Georgetown University Professor of Government Di-SaneVoicesAttackCNN,Fox-TV

ana Owen denounced the “CNN effect” at a Washington
panel discussion. Owen defined the “CNN effect” as that

The “24-hour stream of rumors” coverage of the Sept. 11 of news organizations relying on a constant stream of un-
attacks, with which CNN and Fox-TV have led the U.S. verified raw reports, speculation, and rumors, and forcing
media in attempting to brainwash Americans, has drawn those responsible for national security and policies to act
attacks from saner officials. in response to those unchecked rumors and to “manage

In a press conference in the immediate aftermath of the the media crises.” Answering an EIR question, Professor
attacks, Washington, D.C. Police Chief Charles Ramsey Owen said that CNN had threatened national security by
singled out the problem of CNN and Rupert Murdoch’s leaking bits and pieces of secret briefings.
Fox-TV. Ramsey accused both media outfits of sowing There were also “media fools” among elected officials.
panic. “Every five minutes they said that another plane D.C. Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton was per-
was about to crash into Washington, D.C. We were able haps the biggest. When asked by Fox-TV on Sept. 11 what
to inform other authorities through the emergency control Americans should do, she replied that they should watch
situation room, but [we] could not notify the general pub- Fox-TV, because “you know more than we [in govern-
lic,” because CNN and Fox5-TV (the local affiliate) were ment] do”!
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